**SHAVED DOOR INSTALL**

1. First remove door panel, (this will vary depending on vehicle), carefully remove outside door handle and bezel.
2. Hook release cable end to the factory linkage rod in the door latch. Using provided brackets, mount solenoid so cable is taught. Put sleeve over cable. (Bracket may need to be bent to fit. Make adjustments as necessary.)
3. Be aware of window travel as not to impede path.
4. Locate and install override mounting bracket. (If mounting on outside of vehicle locate in a spot that will not get wet.)
5. Find a location for control box and mount in place. (Before starting any electrical wiring be sure to disconnect battery terminals.)
6. Note: setting learning transmitter press learning switch on remote control box. Parking lights will steady light. Press any button on transmitter within 10 sec. and lights will flash once to confirm that code has been learned. System can learn a max of three functions.

**LINEAR ACTUATOR KIT INSTALL**

**NOTE:** Always disconnect battery terminals before doing any electrical work. Do not tighten front and rear bolts too tight. They need to be just tight enough to hold the actuator in place. Too tight and it will not allow the actuator to move freely.

MOUNTING OF THE ACTUATOR IS DEPENDANT ON THE INSTALL AND THE INSTALLER. WE ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTUATORS MOUNTED UNSAFELY, OR HARM CAUSED BY FAULTING INSTALLATION.

**MATERIALS INCLUDED**
- Relays (2) included
- Switch (1) included
- Actuators (2) included

**NOT INCLUDED**
- 15 Amp inline fuse
- 12 Volt battery

**WIRE COLOR DESCRIPTION**

- Green: Relay 1, COM. Point for Lock to Solenoid
- Blue: Relay 1, NO. Point for Lock to Solenoid
- Black: Not used from actuator
- Red: Not used
- Yellow: Not used

**ROLL PAN INSTALL**

**BOLT-ON INSTRUCTIONS**
1. First remove bumper, brackets, or preexisting roll pan. Then install universal mounting brackets to frame or other mounting point.
2. Using sheet metal screws mount roll pan to mounting bracket.
3. Once proper alignment has been found, remove roll pan, paint to match truck, and then reinstall.

**NOTE:** Roll pans we sell are made to be bolted into place. If that seamless look is desired, special care must be taken when welding sheet metal, as not to warp panels. Be sure to grind and clean all welds before priming and painting.

**LICENSE FLIP PLATE**
1. Remove license plate from roll pan
2. Using license screws, attach bottom holes to roll pan
3. Using other two screws attach license plate to flip plate.